peace of mind for you,
protection for your pet

why Petplan?
best-loved pet insurance
More pet parents around the world
trust Petplan to protect their pets.

the cost of caring
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most coverage
Ear Infection

Brain Cancer
$14,317

$4,048

Ingestion of
Foreign Body
$9,389

Periodontal
Disease
$2,561
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All accidents & illnesses, all hereditary
conditions, no additional costs…ever.*

fast, friendly claims
Easy smartphone app, top-rated customer service
and thousands of happy pet parents.

Hip Dysplasia
$9,808

Kidney
Failure

Motor Vehicle
Accident

$7,287

$11,695

Fetch a quote!

Urinary Tract Infection
$1,934

Allergies
$10,895

It’s free at Petplan.com

or call us at 1.866.467.3875
Enroll at

www.Petplan.com

and get a 10% online discount!

did you know?

1 out of 3 pets needs
unexpected veterinary
care each year.2

Terms and conditions apply. Policies become effective at 12:01am the day after activation.
Waiting periods apply. Coverage under any pet insurance policy is expressly subject to the
conditions, restrictions, limitations, exclusions and terms of the policy documentation issued by
the insurer. Availability of this program is subject to each state’s approval and coverage may vary
by state. Petplan insurance policies are administered by Fetch Insurance Services, LLC (Fetch
Insurance Agency, LLC in Michigan), d/b/a Petplan (Petplan Insurance Agency, LLC in California)
and issued by XL Specialty Insurance Company, a member of XL Catlin (rated A+ S&P), and AGCS
Marine Insurance Company, a member of the Allianz Group, (rated A+ A.M. Best).
©2016 Fetch, Inc. 3805 West Chester Pike, Suite 240, Newtown Square, PA 19073.
Tel: 1.866.467.3875
06/2016 PPEABD

1. Examples of actual pets’ claims, according to 2014 Petplan claims data.
2. According to Datamonitor, 2008.
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Fetch a free quote
at Petplan.com

policy benefits

pet insurance to the rescue
Cats get sniffles. Dogs eat rocks. And every six
seconds a pet parent gets a vet bill for over
$3,000.‡ Good thing there’s Petplan. If your dog
or cat gets sick or injured, Petplan helps pay
those unexpected vet bills.

your pets come first
That’s why we make it easy to get
the care they need —regardless
of cost. Just take your pet to a
licensed vet in the U.S. or Canada
and submit a one-page, pre-filled
claim form (or you can send it from
your smartphone using the Petplan App). That’s
it. We’ll send your reimbursement directly to
you in just a few days.

vet expenses

Choice of $2,500 to unlimited

coverage

Treatment of all accidents and illnesses*

deductible

Choice of $100 to $2,500

reimbursement

Choice of 70%, 80% or 90%

coverage you can count on
Petplan never asks you to pay more for
the comprehensive coverage your pets
deserve. That’s why our policies cover
cancer, chronic and hereditary conditions as
standard. So you can focus on your pet’s
care, not your budget.

3

protect your pet today!
Go fetch a free quote at
www.Petplan.com
or call us at 1.866.467.3875.
Get a 10% discount just by
enrolling at www.Petplan.com

peace of mind comes standard. So does:

3 Coverage for all accidents
and illnesses

*

3 Coverage for all hereditary
and chronic conditions*

3 Prescription medications

3
3
3

Specialist treatments
X-ray, MRI, CT scan
and ultrasound imaging
Alternative therapies

*As long as the condition was not showing clinical signs prior to the effective date of the policy, or during the waiting period. There is a 5-day waiting period for accidents, a
15-day waiting period for illnesses and a 6-month exclusion on cruciate and patella disease, unless knees are certified as healthy by a veterinarian within the first 30 days of
a policy. ‡According to Petplan claims data, 2014.

did you know?

every six seconds a pet
parent is faced with a
vet bill over $3,000.‡

